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Pure spas manual 
 

 

First start-up 

When the electricity has been activated on the spa, the spa will start up automatically. When the spa 
starts up, ‘Pr’ will appear in the screen of the control panel. ‘Pr’ stands for Priming mode and takes 
exactly 4 minutes before spa starts running in Standard mode. The circulation pump will start 
running, and the water temperature will be measured. 
 

Set time 

Everytime the spa will be switched on, you have to set the time. This is very important because of the 

filter cycle settings. To set the time, press on   and afterwards on . As you can see, you can set 

the hours. To set current time, press  or  just once. The time will run up or down 

automatically. To stop the time press on  or . When you have set the current time, press on 

 to set the time. 
 
Set the temperature 

In the display, you will see the current water temperature. By pressing  or , you will see the 

set temperature. By pressing  , the set temperature will rise. By pressing , the temperature 
will go down. Everytime you press the ‘warm’ or ‘cool’ button, the set temperature will change with 
0,5°C. When you have set the desired temperature, wait 3 to 5 seconds. After 3 to 5 seconds, the 
desired temperature has been set, and the spa will heat the water(when necessary). 
 

Mode/Prog  
There are 3 different modes on the spa. Standard, Economy and Sleep. In the display, you can see 
which mode is currently running.  
Standard mode: 
The standard mode makes sure, the water will always be on the desired temperature. This means 
you can be sure, you can use the spa anytime you want! 
Economy mode: 
The economy mode will heat up the spa but, only while spa is filtering. Between the set filter cycles, 
spa will not heat. 
Sleep mode: 
The sleep mode is a special mode. It is a special designed vacation mode. When you set the spa in 
sleep mode, the water temperature will drop down gradually to a minimum of 15°C.  



To set the a mode, first press on  and then on  . As you can see in the display, the mode will 
change. To set the spa in another mode, press again on ‘cool’ and ‘mode’.  

Jets 1 

Jets is a massage pump. When you press the button Jets 1 , pump 1 will be activated. When 

pressing again on Jets 1 , the pump will be disactivated. There is a special safety programmed in 
the spa. When a massage pump is running, it will disactivate automatically 15 minutes after 
activation. 
 
Jet 2 (Only works when spa has 2 or 3 massage pumps)  
Jets 2 has the same function as Jets 1. There is one difference, the Jets 2 button controls two 

separate pumps. When pressing the Jets 2  button for the first time, pump 2 will be activated. By 
pressing it for the second time, pump 3 will be activated. By pressing it for the third time, pump 2 will 
be disactivated. By pressing it for the fourth time, pump 3 will be disactivated. 

Blower 

The blower is a special air pump, which will blow air bubbles through the air jets. To activate the 

blower, press . By pressing the blower button again the blower will be disactivated. Also the 
blower, will be disactivated automatically after 15 minutes.  

Light 

To switch on the light, press . To switch off the light, press the light button again. Also the light 
has a special factory safety setting. When the light has been activated, it will be disactivated 
automatically after 4 hours. 

Set the filter cycle 

In the filter cycle, the circulation pump will circulate and filter the water to make sure the water 
remains clear and clean(together with the sanitizer). To set the filter cycle, press the following button 

combination within 3 seconds:  and . When pressed, you can see ‘SET START FILTER 1 (AM)’ in 
the display. By pressing the ‘cool’ or ‘warm’ button, you can set the desired start time. By pressing 

 you can also set the minutes. Press  again, When pressed, you can see ‘SET START FILTER 2’ in 
the display. To set the end-time, press ‘cool’ or ‘warm’. To set the second filtercycle, press again on

. Just repeat the same as you did with Filter cycle 1 but, make sure you do PM instead of AM! 
Otherwise both filtercycles will run at the same time, which means there will be just 1 cycle. When 

you have set all the times, keep pressing  untill you can see the current water temperature in the 
display and the settings will be saved. 
 
Panel lock 
You can lock the panel by pressing a button combination within 3 seconds. To lock the panel, press: 
Time, Blower, Warm. As you can see in the display, the panel lock is activated. You can press every 
button you want but, nothing will be activated. To unlock the panel, you have to press the following 
combination within 3 seconds: Time, Blower, Cool. 
 
Temperature lock 
You can lock the set-temperature by pressing the following combination: Warm, Time, Blower. Whet 
temperature lock is activated, the temperature cannot be changed. To unlock the temperature lock, 
press : Cool, Time, Blower. Right now you are able to set the desired temperature again.  


